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Grandview High School News
The Mission of Grandview is to help young adults become
academically, emotionally and socially prepared for productive

UPCOMING EVENTS

Principal Debi Harry
414.672.3998

Dec. 21st – Jan. 1st
Winter Break
SCHOOL CLOSED
Jan. 4th
Return to Classes

Jan. 15th
Perfect
Attendance
Day

Jan. 18th
Martin Luther
King Day
SCHOOL CLOSED

Feb. 1st
Professional
Development
Day
NO CLASSES

Feb. 15th
Mid Winter Break
SCHOOL CLOSED

dharry@seedsofhealth.org

Season’s Greetings!
It is hard to believe the holidays
are already upon us! Every year
just seems to speed by faster and
faster. Before our Thanksgiving
Break, MPS always celebrates by
serving a turkey dinner for lunch
complete with all the fixings. It
actually is pretty tasty and I should
know after 18 years of eating
school lunch! Not only is this a
great lunch day, it is also a day
where we do our time honored
tradition of asking the question
before they take their tray “what
are you thankful for?”
The
answers have a little variety such
as “for this food,” “for this school,”
“for my health,” and some even
told me “for you” (it is grading
time after all). But the response I
heard the most was “my
family.”
Each time a student

What is more important: GPA or Character?
Are you more interested in your child's GPA or his/her character and sense responsibility?
Give yourself a big pat on the back if you answered character
and responsibility! Children who grow up in a home where
character and responsibility are modeled, valued, and enforced often have little trouble being successful in school and
in their adult lives.
Even so, many parents find themselves in situations where the
answer seems less than obvious. I recently had a call from a
parent who was concerned about her teenager's behavior.
After some discussion, mom admitted the teen had stolen a
credit card and purchased items through the Internet. However, mom's major concern was about her daughter lying about
the purchases, not the criminal behavior itself.

participation in the 21st Century.

Dec. 18th
Holiday Fieldtrip
All School
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responded in this manner, I
encouraged them to be sure to
tell their family just that-”I am
grateful for you!” During this time
of year it is easy to get caught up
in all the deals and sales being
advertised which leads to the
stress that comes with trying to
figure out how to make all this
come together. We forget the
greatest gift of all-our loved
ones! In the spirit of the season, I
wish you and your family health,
memories that warm your hearts,
more laughter than tears, success
that comes from your hard work
and peace in the year ahead.
Happy Holidays from all of us at
Grandview!

Several times the mother said, "I just don't want her to have a
record." In desperation, I finally asked, "Are you saying you
don't mind that she is a criminal, as long as she doesn't look
like a criminal?"
"Well, no," she replied. "But this is going to be so hard for her.
What do I do?"
After spending more than 30 years as an educator and a parent, it was clear to me this mother needed to treat her teenager's mistake as an opportunity for her daughter to learn how
to face the consequences of her choices. While it will cause
some short-term pain, the long-term benefits will be a stronger, healthier sense of personal responsibility, the foundation
of a solid character.
Of course, it's much easier to know what other parents should
do about their misbehaving children. This mother is struggling
with a trap many of us have fallen into. We love our children.
When they are uncomfortable or hurting, we hurt even more.
We want to protect them; it's only natural. However, our
attempts to save children from the consequences of their mistakes have a great deal to do with comforting ourselves, instead of solving the problem.
Mom has fallen into another trap. She has bought into the belief that a child's self-concept is damaged when kids experience the consequences of their mistakes. Nothing could be
further from reality. In fact, the opposite is true: Self-concept
is reduced every time a parent excuses bad behavior.

The Love and Logic® philosophy gives us a great solution for
this dilemma. There is a way of holding kids responsible for
their actions without appearing mean or authoritarian. This
wonderful technique leaves kids thinking, "My parent is not
the problem. My problem is my bad decision."
Give children a heavy dose of empathy or compassion before
laying down any punishment or logical consequences. This
opens their minds and hearts to learn from their mistakes
without blaming you. Then hold the line in a loving way to allow the consequences to teach an important life lesson.
In the case of the stolen credit cards, let's see how this teenager's mom might help her daughter face the natural consequences of making illegal purchases. Mom needs to resist the
temptation to react in anger, which will only make her youngster defensive.
A Heavy Dose of Empathy



Mom: "Oh, sweety, what a bummer. My heart goes out
to you. What a problem. I bet you feel awful. Would it help if I
went to the police with you and held your hand while you explain this?"
Daughter: "But, mom, it's not fair! Can't you just get me a
lawyer?"
Hold the Line In a Loving Way



Mom: "Sweety, I love you too much to let you pass up
this opportunity to learn about how the real world
works." (Mom needs to repeat this statement for each new
argument the child tries.)
This is a sad story about a mother and a daughter who are paying a huge price. Neither of these people would be in this situation had mom started early handling the little problems and
misbehaviors in this way.
Life provides a limited number of opportunities for children to
build character and learn how the real world works. Make the
most of them!

CALENDAR

A great place to learn
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From the Love and Logic Association

Dec - Feb

Dec 18th

All Day

Holiday Fieldtrip — All School

Dec 21st — Jan 1st

ALL DAY

HOLIDAY BREAK — SCHOOL CLOSED

Jan 4th

All Day

Return to classes

Jan 15th

All Day

Perfect Attendance Day

Jan 18th

All Day

Martin Luther King Day — SCHOOL CLOSED

Feb 1st

All Day

Professional Development Day — NO CLASSES

Feb 15th

All Day

Mid Winter Break — SCHOOL CLOSED
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Staff Spotlight:
Meet Karen Parisien-our MPS school
social worker! Karen has been with
Grandview for 3 years doing home
visits, attendance phone calls,
helping students in need of
resources, meeting with students
weekly who may come to school
with more than learning on their
mind, completing truancy
Karen Parisien meetings/paperwork and doing
Social Worker
any other number of tasks that help
Grandview run smoothly. Karen
has been with MPS for a total of 8
years working in other schools.
When not at Grandview supporting
student success, Karen enjoys
working out, participating in a
book club and cheering for the
Packers. Thank you for all your
dedicated work to helping create
opportunities for success for our
students!

Grandview participated in Unity
Day on October 21st by wearing
orange.
Unity Day is a
nationwide campaign to bring
awareness to the impact bullying
has on students every day across
America. Our message is clear we have no tolerance for
bullying. Staff and students work
hard to create a safe and
respectful school so students are
able to focus on learning and
graduating. It takes all of us to
make it happen!

2745 South 13th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53215

Student Spotlight:

Taalya L. Kelly
Student

Meet Taalya! Taalya is a junior who
has been with us since Fall
2014. Taalya is not just a strong
academic student who earned a
4.0 Trimester 1, she is also a strong
leader in the classroom and on
student council. Taalya practices
and teaches the Grandview Way
in both words and actions daily
through her work ethic, her daily
attendance and the respectful
way in which she approaches
conversations and meets
expectations. After high school,
Taalya is hoping to pursue fashion
design. By the looks of how she
puts outfits and accessories
together, she has the skills and
talent needed to be successful! In
addition to working hard in school,
Taalya has 2 jobs working at Sears
AND Cousins!! Thank you Taalya for
the quality and maturity you bring
daily!!

Cultural Learning

Grandview Spirit Day
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Seeds of Health, Inc. is a
K-12 system of schools offering innovative options to meet
the needs of students.

It includes Seeds of Health

Elementary, Grandview High School, MC2 High School,
Tenor High School, and Veritas High School.

